
EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGY

brand-differentiation-strategy. AddThis Heads up: Those two concepts will come up in the product differentiation
examples below. Now, what.

What do you think? Without it, other objectives like turning a profit, hiring and retaining all-star employees,
employing robust marketing efforts, and even providing superior customer service are all much more difficult
to attain. Helps in non-price competition: It allows the companies to compete in areas other than price. In the
case of differentiation, a key advantage is that effective differentiation creates an ability to obtain premium
prices from customers Figure 5. Chipotle Differentiator: making fast-service Mexican food better through
high-quality ingredients. That helped to springboard the airline to popularity, but the well-positioned airline is
relying on their sound business strategy to keep them at the top of the airline list. For years high growth
companies have entered markets by first catering to an underserved niche market. In addition, they are
relentless in the pursuit of excellent customer service. Choosing a Tag Heuer watch over Titan as the customer
prefers a Swiss watchmaker. Traditional customers valued services such as home loans, CDs, and bank tellers.
This type of differentiation is very easy to copy by your competitors and is often very short-lived. One is not
better than the other. They have expanded their product offerings from just email marketing to now offering
Google re-marketing, Facebook ads and business analytics. The Apple line is designed to integrate among
other Apple products, seamlessly sharing media across devices. Strategy Used Walmart has a clear
differentiation strategy: pricing. Products â€” Are you letting and helping students demonstrate their
understanding of content in a variety of ways on tests, projects and assignments? Full-time workers are better
trained and typically have less turnover. His airline was born. At this time, the electric vehicle market valued
economy over form and function. Coca-Cola first launched the campaign in Australia, but expanded it to the
United States, United Kingdom, and other regions across the world. Create Learning Stations, without
Mandatory Rotations f Provide differentiated math learning opportunities for your students by setting up
unique learning stations across your classrooms, but forgoing mandatory rotations. By both enticing and
challenging students, this approach encourages them to: Work and learn at their own paces Engage actively
with content they must understand Demonstrate their knowledge as effectively as possible As well as
benefiting students, this differentiated instruction strategy will clearly showcase distinct work and learning
styles. In some cases, customers may simply prefer a cheaper alternative. Marketing efforts: Marketing efforts
give rise to the brand image which is a decent product differentiator. If camping equipment such as sleeping
bags, lanterns, and stoves fail during a camping trip, the result will be, well, unhappy campers. Creates brand
loyalty: A successful differentiation strategy creates brand loyalty among the customers. There is also little
doubt that the video went a long way toward building and developing employee morale.


